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Is AP holding you back, when 
it can take ‘centre stage’ in

impacting
bottom line?

AP AUTOMATION

your

Do you have 
up-to-date 
visibility of 
commitments in 
order to see the 
full financial 
picture?

Are you looking 
to create a lean 
AP organisation 
based on best 
practices?

How do you 
reduce risk of 
AP error and 
fraud?

Are you missing 
out on 
opportunities to 
create profit 
from a cost 
centre? 



The executive team rarely, if
ever, thought about AP at the
company where Lisa served as
Chief Financial Officer.  It was
seen as just a back-office
clerical function with little
strategic importance. But Lisa
knew it was both a problem
and an opportunity.

No wonder AP was costing so
much. Thousands of paper
invoices flooded in from
suppliers - often with important
details missing. The AP team
had to laboriously key every
detail into the system. It was
slow, costly, difficult to monitor
and prone to error. And then
invoices inched slowly around
the business looking for the
missing information and
approval.  

Payments were often delayed
and sometimes wrong.
Suppliers were constantly
calling to see what was going
on. The chance for fraud was
always there.  Lisa's company

continually missed out on early
settlement discounts. And all
that delay made it very hard to
forecast cash requirements or
effectively manage working
capital at all.  

Worse still, Lisa knew her
company was failing to
capitalise on a huge
opportunity. AP stood at a
critical crossroads in the
business as invoices poured
past.  Yes, invoice handling
needed to be streamlined to
reduce the cost – that was a
given.  But with so much
money flowing through it and
so much supplier interaction
revolving around it, Lisa felt
there must be even more
advantage to be had by really
focusing on how to transform
the AP process. 

When Lisa spoke to some AP
specialists at a conference, the
penny dropped. 

First, Lisa discovered a way to
replace slow, error-prone
manual steps with an
automated - largely ‘straight-
through’ - process that was
also more supplier-friendly. The
change was dramatic. Costs,
errors and lag time were all
significantly reduced. Suppliers
were delighted. So were the
staff, who finally had time to
perform more value-added
functions that had been on
hold seemingly forever. 

But the big payoff was in areas
beyond just improved
efficiency.  It made AP a more
powerful part of the company’s
strategic spend control and
supply chain initiatives. It gave
Lisa and her finance team
earlier, more complete
visibility of cash
commitments.  

It even opened up new ways to
leverage working capital that
actually turned AP into a
source of revenue.   

“People joked that
AP stood for Acute
Pain. That hurt ...
because there was a
ring of truth about it.”

“We realised that AP
was a source of
untapped power.
Harness it, and we
could transform
strategy and
performance.”

“What people didn’t
understand, though,
was that AP plays a
pivotal role in both
procurement and
financial
management”   

"Now AP leads the
way, rather than
lagging behind. We've
'turned a corner' as
an organisation and
we're never looking
back.”

For more about how
Chief Financial Officers
like Lisa can achieve
success, read on...



PROACTIS AP Automation
removes the bottlenecks and
complexities that cause
unnecessary cost and delays. It
enables you to tackle them head-
on ... replacing manual,
paper-based processes with
streamlined systems for faster
cycle times, swifter payments and
lower costs.  

AP Automation also creates improved
collaboration between your team and
suppliers. In sheer cash terms, it's a

win/win for everyone, improving cash
flow across the supply chain. Suppliers
benefit from the assurance of quick
payment and access to cash. You
benefit from process transformation
and access to early-payment
discounts, which translates to bottom-
line growth.

But that's only half the story. AP
Automation plays a far bigger,
strategic role.

It enables real-time visibility of what's
happening in your finance operation. It

unlocks the key information you need
for enhanced financial decision-
making.

Invoices are the ‘eyes’ to the financial
heart of your business. With reporting
and analytics tools, your executives
can use AP data to gain insights into
your corporate financial health - and
make business-transforming decisions.
Spend statistics and supplier
information are at your fingertips, so
you're better able to identify trends,
support supplier negotiations and
enhance your entire supply chain.

Unlock the
strategic value of
Accounts Payable
Better leverage the beating heart of your financial operation
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evolve

AP  AUTOMATION

PROACTIS AP Automation dramatically
reduces the complexity and cost of your
entire Accounts Payable function, from
invoice receipt to payment authorisation.
It even opens up options for revenue
generation through supply chain
financing. It does so by providing a
framework of advanced technologies and
managed services - with seamless
workflow integration with your core
business systems.  

You can capture invoices electronically,
automate invoice matching and authorisation,
and achieve a sustainable return on
investment.

As a modular solution, PROACTIS AP
Automation gives you the flexibility to deploy
the right combination of software and services
to transform how your AP function meets
today’s needs and evolves smoothly over
time. 

Accelerate your AP processes - and get a sustainable ROI

Reduce the
complexity and
cost of your entire
AP function

Simplify, optimise and



AP  AUTOMATION

PROACTIS AP Automation can
improve your efficiency and cut
your costs dramatically by
helping you move your supplier
base to eInvoicing immediately. 

Suppliers don't need to be
technically advanced. You can deal
with any shape and size of supplier
and any invoicing format, including
paper, emailed documents and a
wide variety of electronic invoices. 

Over time, you can smoothly
transition each supplier to the form
of invoicing that is most cost-efficient
for you - and for them.

Switch to 100% paperless
invoicing - from day one
Electronically capture every invoice you receive 

Key features 

Document & data
capture... 

turns paper and PDF invoices into
system-ready electronic records
using advanced Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) scanning
technology and a range of
deployment options (deployed,
hybrid or managed service).

Electronic invoice
methods... 

enable you to increase efficiencies
by completely eliminating the paper
invoices - and instead using formats
such as cXML or CSV, supplier self-
service direct entry or ‘PO Flip’
invoice submission.

System integration
tools... 

let you automate the import of
electronic invoice records captured
in external systems.
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Make processing
hands-free, wherever possible
Go faster - with automated invoice matching and authorisation 

With PROACTIS, you can remove bottlenecks throughout the AP cycle. 
Highly-automated processes and fully-optimised systems combine to enable easier
cash management, swifter payments, early discounts and enhanced 
supplier relations. 

With coding ready-populated up-stream, invoice processing becomes highly streamlined.
Receipt, review, matching and approval can all be handled automatically, freeing up hours of
time for your staff so they can switch to more value-added tasks.

Key features 

Automated invoice
matching, coding &
approval... 

sends a high percentage of invoices
‘straight-through’ to approval with
little or zero manual intervention. 

Non-match resolution... 

uses an electronic workflow to
prompt the purchaser or appropriate
manager to review and resolve any
queried invoices.

Payment authorisation... 

passes all approved invoices directly
to your finance system, often within
24 hours or less, for payment
scheduling so you can meet due
dates and discount terms. 



AP  AUTOMATION

Gain from closer supplier
relationships
Maximise the benefits - with the PROACTIS Supplier Network

PROACTIS AP Automation
transforms processes. But it's
even more efficient when
combined with the business-to-
business PROACTIS Supplier
Network. You can take
collaboration to the next level,
streamlining communications and
providing suppliers with a wealth
of self-service tools.

Processes integrate seamlessly. You
can manage all your purchase
invoices and purchase orders in one
place for complete visibility and
control across your key financial
processes. Instant collaboration with
suppliers is easy - with fast, efficient
and compliant electronic transactions.
This is where you see AP 'best
practice' in action.

The PROACTIS Supplier Network is
great news for suppliers too. There's
no expensive memberships, unfair
fees or lock-ins. They get paid
accurately and on time - and they can
play a vital part in helping your
solution to work even more smoothly,
thanks to self-service tools. Suppliers
get access to all standard features
with the option to take advantage of
premium extras.

Key features 

PROACTIS Supplier
Network... 

empowers suppliers to manage their
profiles, select electronic invoice
methods, upload invoices and check
their account status.

Streamlined supplier
interaction... 

enables suppliers to manage their
catalogues and other content - and for
your own users to oversee supplier
management.

Interactive Supplier
Query Desk... 

speeds completion of OCR-processed
paper and PDF invoices by enabling
online interaction with suppliers to
speed resolution of any details. 

Streamlined email
communications... 

enable you to gather information easily
for any incorrect invoices or credit
notes initiated by the non-match
resolution workflow.
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With PROACTIS AP Automation you can:

Make an even bigger
impact on your bottom line
Make AP a cost-saving machine

An efficient, automated AP process can impact your bottom line beyond just
reducing the cost of AP.  Because PROACTIS AP Automation accelerates and largely
automates invoice processing, it positions you to better control and more fully
leverage the tremendous amount of money you pay out for the goods and services
you purchase.  It enables cost savings and revenue generation methods that were
not previously possible.  

Further minimise
payments for invalid &
duplicate invoices

as well as the risk of fraud.

Establish early payment
discount terms with more
suppliers 

and take them whenever it 
benefits you.

Positively impact supplier
agreements  

by gaining a reputation for being ‘easy
to do business with’.

Utilise accelerated
payment financing
methods to generate
added revenue 

while at the same time giving your
suppliers more options to manage
their own cash flow.
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Make the difference,
every day

Select the right solution for your organisation

PROACTIS AP Automation reduces cost and complexity
dramatically, from invoice receipt to payment authorisation.



Eliminate
paper invoice
receipt
processing

Eliminate
manual
invoice
registration

Streamline
supplier
communication

Streamline
entire AP
process

AP  AUTOMATION

Goal
Solution
Features

g
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Invoice capture 

Electronic invoice file receipt (upload or email)*

Online supplier invoice entry*

Online supplier ‘PO Flip’*

Document & data capture managed service*

Document & data capture technology

System integration tools

Invoice processing (PROACTIS P2P or other)

Automated matching

Automated coding  

Non-match resolution workflow

Non-PO invoice approval workflow

Payment authorisation to finance system

Supplier communication

Supplier query desk

Automated email in workflows (eg. credit note request)

Self-service profile maintenance*

Account status enquiry*

Many other basic & premium self-service capabilities beyond AP*

* Enabled via PROACTIS Supplier Network
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AP Automation
transforms processes,
while cutting cost and
complexity

Be the person that makes the difference in your organisation.

AP  AUTOMATION



Contact our friendly team today to arrange a
face-to-face meeting. We’d love to hear from you
and show you how PROACTIS AP Automation
can deliver dramatic benefits very quickly.

Discover more

Call +44 (0)20 7121 4704

Email info@touchstonespendmanagement.co.uk

Visit touchstonespendmanagement.co.uk



Delivering greater bottom-line value
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